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Abstract—With the development of communication and net-
working technologies, the telemedicine system has become more
and more popular due to its distance unawareness, low cost to
the patients, long-term physiological data recording and real-time
diagnosis. In order to protect the private information of patients
when transmiting data in the telemedicine system, data hiding
technique is used by hiding the patient confidential information
in the ECG signals. In this paper, a reversible data hiding scheme
for patient privacy protection is proposed. An integer-to-integer
Harr wavelet transform for the integer ECG signal is adopted to
guarantee the reversibility. A histogram shifting and thresholding
scheme is carefully designed to adaptively embed private data
according to the given capacity and recover both the private data
and the original ECG signal without any distortion. Simulation
results show that the proposed method outperforms the existing
method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasingly global aging trend, a significant rise
of chronic diseases among the elderly has made it important
to design a more reliable, real-time and convenient health-
care system. During the recent years, with the development
of sensor technologies as well as networking and mobile
communication technologies, the widely use of remote health-
care monitoring system, usually called telemedicine [1], has
become more and more popular. Monitoring patients at their
home can reduce the cost for patients to visit hospitals and
also the traffic around the hospitals. It can also provide more
reliable and real-time diagnose service as patients’ medical
information can be sent immediately to doctors and responses
can be timely sent back.

In the telemedicine system, it is important to protect patient
privacy and data security. An easy way to achieve it is
encryption[2], [3], [4], i.e., patients’ private data are encrypted
by the sender and decrypted on the receiver side. Besides
encryption, another technique is adopted by more and more
researchers, namely data hiding. By hiding patients’ sensitive
information, e.g., name, age, identification number, etc, inside
patients’ insensitive data, e.g., ECG signals, EEG signals, etc,
we could not only protect patient privacy from invasion, but al-
so make the data management more convenient. We only need
to manage the embedded host signals instead of both the host
and the private data, thus the mismatch between patient name

and patient physiological data would never happen. It will not
incur any increment in the host size either. Furthermore, we
can build an authorized channel between patient and doctor if
we embed authentication information in the host data. In the
telemedicine system, researchers usually use the ECG signal
as the host signal to carry the patient private information as
well as readings from other sensors. The ECG signal is selected
because most health-care systems will collect ECG information
and the size of ECG signal is large enough to hide private data.

Engin, et al. [5] implemented a wavelet based water-
marking/data hiding technique for ECG signal by computing
the average power for each sub-band and using the power
as threshold parameters to select which sub-band to embed
data. Kaur, et al. [6] developed an embedding way by using
low frequency chirp signal to embed watermark data. Ibaida,
et al. [7] described a low complexity way of embedding
watermark by combining the Quantisation Index Modulation
(QIM) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution method.
The watermark data is embedded by using LSB substitution
watermarking method after linear transform of the original sig-
nal. In [8], they also proposed a method to embed watermark
data into a position called special range numbers. By this way,
it could achieve the minimum distortion to the original signal
and make it hard for attacker to recognize where the private
data is embedded. In [9] , Ibaida et al. proposed a wavelet-
based watermarking technique which combines encryption and
scrambling technique to protect patient’s confidential data.
It uses the shared key to encrypt the secret data and apply
scrambling technique to determine which sub-band of wavelet
transform coefficients to embed the confidential data. The
common disadvantage of technique mentioned above is that
they can not recover the original ECG signals without any
distortion after extracting the watermark data from the embed-
ded signals. This may cause the doctor getting wrong diagnosis
and bring great harm to the patient. Zheng et al. [10] proposed
a reversible watermarking algorithm based on ECG signals
by applying wavelet transform. The private data are hiden
in the non-QRS coefficients of ECG signals to achieve the
least distortion of QRS complex waves. However, this method
has low embedding capacity and limited performance because
only one-level wavelet transform is used and at most one bit
could be embedded in each high frequency coefficient of non-
QRS waves. Furthermore, the algorithm only performs well for
normal ECG signals since it is difficult to detect QRS complex



for abnormal signals.

Seeing that undistorted ECG signals is of great importance
to provide the proper diagnosis of heart diseases, we propose
a reversible data hiding method for ECG signals to protect the
patient confidential information and also guarantee the perfect
recovery of original ECG signals. To achieve the reversibil-
ity, multi-level integer-to-integer Harr wavelet transform is
used. The private data is embedded into the multi-level high-
frequency wavelet coefficients of ECG signals to achieve least
distortion after embedding as well as high embedding capacity.
A histogram shifting and thresholding scheme is designed
for data embedding to guarantee the undistorted recovery of
original ECG signals after extracting the private data. To
achieve the inperceptibility of the signal, we select coefficients
between the threshold range to hide private data according to
the given embedding capacity. By applying the proposed data
hiding scheme, we can finally achieve high capacity as well
as high quality after embedding.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
proposed reversible data hiding scheme is illustrated in details.
The experimental results are given and analyzed in Section III.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Here we propose a reversible data hiding scheme in ECG
signals for patient privacy protection. In order to recover both
the private data and original ECG signals without distor-
tion, we apply histogram shifting and thresholding technique
based on integer-to-integer Harr discrete wavelet transform
(DWT). Firstly, we divide the original ECG signals into non-
overlapping segments and then apply multi-level integer-to-
integer Harr wavelet transform to them. The signal segmen-
tation process is applied since the data hiding process may
cause overflow (above the upper bound) or underflow (blow
the lower bound) problem after embedding. Those segments
with overflow or underflow problem will be ignored and
only trouble-free segments are used for data hiding. We use
a location map to register whether a segment can embed
data or not. Secondly, we embed the payload into the high
frequency coefficients of ECG segments by a well-designed
histogram shifting and thresholding scheme whose parameters
can be adaptively adjusted to meet the capacity requirement.
In order to recognize which segments have data embedded at
the receiver end, we embed the location map and other side
information in the low frequency coefficients of ECG segments
by using LSB substitution method.

A. Invertible Integer-to-Integer Harr Wavelet Transforms

We try to embed the main payload in the high-frequency
coefficients of wavelet transform such that low difference is in-
duced after embedding. However, as ECG signals are stored as
integers after preprocessing by the A/D converter, conventional
floating-point wavelet transform cannot achieve the reversible
watermarking scheme, which will result in distortion. To avoid
this problem, we adopt the invertible integer-to-integer based
lifting wavelet transform scheme [11], [12], [13], which could
map integer ECG signals to integers and does not cause any
distortion after inverse transforms.

The lifting based Harr wavelet transform consists of 3 steps
named as split, predict and update. In the split step, the data
set are divided into odd index and even index elements. Then
the next odd element is set to be the difference between the
current odd and even element in the prediction step.

oddj+1 = oddj − evenj (1)
In the update step, the next even element is replaced with the
floor of the average of the previous even/odd pair. By this way,
we can achieve the reversibility of the wavelet transform.

evenj+1 = ⌊evenj + oddj
2

⌋ (2)

B. Histogram Shifting and Thresholding Scheme

In order to avoid the overlapping problem, i.e., the val-
ue after embedding overlaps with the non-embedded value,
caused by embedding and make it possible to be reversible,
a histogram shifting and thresholding scheme is proposed. In
the proposed scheme, two threshold values Tl and Th are used,
where Tl is the negative low threshold and Th is the positive
high threshold. The histogram shifting encoding algorithm
modifies the high-frequency coefficients di as follows,

Di =

{
2di + b, if di ∈ [Tl, Th]

di + Th + 1, if di > Th ≥ 0
di + Tl, if di < Tl < 0.

(3)

The decoder recovers the original coefficients and embed-
ded bit b from Di according the following equation,

di =

 ⌊Dl

2 ⌋, if Di ∈ [2Tl, 2Th + 1]
Di − Th − 1, if Di > 2Th + 1 and Th > 0

Di − Tl, if Di < 2Tl and Tl < 0,
(4)

b = Di mod 2, Di ∈ [2Tl, 2Th + 1]. (5)

By using the technique above, we can avoid the overlapping
problem after embedding. The value of Tl and Th is adjusted
according to the capacity requirement and the distortion de-
pends on the histogram shape and the thresholds. In order to
decrease the distortion as low as possible after embedding, it is
important to select proper high frequency coefficients to embed
data. According to equation (3) , the smaller the coefficient is,
the less distortion will be caused after embedding. Therefore,
the high frequency coefficients are selected from low-level sub-
band to high-level sub-band and from zero to larger absolute
value by properly setting the initial values of Tl and Th.

C. Overflow and Underflow Detection

In the proposed scheme, the original ECG signals are
divided into non-overlapping segments before DWT to solve
overflow/underflow problem. A location map L is used to
describe the status of segments. The size of L equals to the
number of segments and each element of L contains 1 bit
information indicating the status of the corresponding segment.

The values of ECG signals usually lie in a specific range
according to the sampling voltage. For example, the ECG sig-
nals from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [14] lie in the range
of [0, 2048). The histogram shifting of the high-frequency
coefficients may cause the overflow/underflow problem, i.e.,
the value exceeding the specific range. For the segments with
overflow/underflow problem, the proposed data hiding scheme



is no longer reversible, thus it is necessary to detect these
segments and not to use them as watermarking host.

Since we embed the data in the coefficients after lifting
Harr wavelet transform, it is hard to judge whether the over-
flow/underflow problem happens according to the coefficients
after embedding. To detect the overflow/underflow segments
exactly, we apply the inverse wavelet transform first, and then
detect if any value is out of range. If no value is out of range, a
bit with value 1 is set to the corresponding element of location
map L, otherwise the value 0 is set and the corresponding
segment will not be used to embed data.

When decoding the watermarked signal, we should have
the location map L in hand to get the knowledge about which
segments containing hidden data. In order to achieve this, we
embed the location map in low-frequency coefficients of ECG
signals by using LSB substitution technique. It only changes a
little to the relatively large low-frequency coefficients and will
not cause overflow/underflow problem.

In summary, the data to be embedded consists of two parts,
the side information embedded in the low frequency and the
main payload embedded in the high frequency coefficients.
The side information includes the location map L, the value
Tl, Th and the size of the payload |P |. To achieve the reversible
performance, we also need to record the original LSBs into an
array LL which has the same size as all the side information
mentioned above. Thus the total data to embed into the high-
frequency coefficients is

B = LL ∪ P (6)

We embed the data into the high-frequency coefficients
of effective segments by using the histogram shifting and
thresholding scheme introduced in subsection B.

D. Reversible Encoding and Decoding Algorithm

The process of the reversible encoding scheme is shown
in Fig. 2. The sender firstly splits the original signal into
segments and then apply multi-level Harr DWT to get original
low frequency and high frequency coefficients. According to
the given capacity of data B, we embed the data into the high
frequency coefficients from small to large value by changing
the threshold Tl and Th. Finally, LSB substitution method is
used to embed the side information and then apply the inverse
Harr DWT to get the embedded signals. The whole process is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Fig.2 The encoding process of reversible data hiding

The decoding algorithm is almost the inverse process of
the encoding algorithm. After receiving the embedded signals,
the receiver firstly split the signals according the segment size
and then apply multi-level Harr DWT to get the low frequency
and high frequency coefficients. The side information is extract

Algorithm 1 The Embedding Process
Input Origin ECG signal E, segment size s, embedded data

P
Output The embedded ECG signal Ê

1: initialize Tl = -1, Th = 0, T = 0;
2: Divide E according to s into segments E[n], n is the

number of segments;
3: Set LL = 0, the length of LL is M = n + 7bit (the size

of Tl) + 7bit (the size of Th) + 21bit (the size of |P |) ;
4: for i=1:n do
5: COEF = multi-level HarrDWT (E[i]);
6: LOW = low frequency LSBs of COEF ;
7: Insert LOW into LL until LL is full;
8: end for
9: B = LL ∪ P , set R = |B|, length of B,indicate remain

data to embed;
10: while (TRUE) do
11: for i=1:n do
12: COEF = multi-level HarrDWT (E[i]);
13: Embed B according equation (3);
14: if Overflow or Underflow then
15: set Location map L;
16: continue;
17: end if
18: Reduce R;
19: if R == 0 then
20: break;
21: end if
22: end for
23: if R == 0 then
24: break;
25: else
26: Th += 1 or Tl -= 1 (change in turn);
27: R = |B|;
28: end if
29: end while
30: Embed side information using LSB substitution;
31: Applying inverse Harr discrete wavelet transform;

from the low frequency coefficients and used to extract the
payload and LL from the high frequency coefficients according
to equation (4) and (5). Finally, the inverse Harr DWT is
applied to recover the original signals. The corresponding
decoding process is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3 The decoding process of reversible data hiding

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme based
on the MIT-BIH format ECG signal, an important universal



TABLE I. THE NRMSE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
AND THE METHOD IN [10]

Signal Capacity [10](%) Our(%) Capacity Our(%)
100.dat 74.6kb 0.1196 0.0710 324.3kb 0.1928
121.dat 71.6kb 0.1286 0.0756 324.3kb 0.2135
122.dat 68.9kb 0.1922 0.1186 324.3kb 0.3076
205.dat 68.1kb 0.1036 0.0690 324.3kb 0.1835
207.dat 67.9kb 0.1222 0.0793 324.3kb 0.2241

TABLE II. THE NRMSE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE
ABNORMAL SIGNAL

Signal Capacity Our(%)
615.dat 74.6kb 0.1130
425.dat 74.6kb 0.0981
428.dat 74.6kb 0.1113
429.dat 74.6kb 0.1551
418.dat 74.6kb 0.1507

format standard easily stored and transported from the MIT-
BIH Arrhythmia Database. The sampling frequency is 360 Hz
and the length of the ECG signal is 30 min. We choose the
segment size as 256 which is close to the RR interval of the
ECG signal. In order to embed more payload data and have
enough space to hide side information, we select a 4-level
lifting Harr discrete wavelet transform.

To evaluate the proposed model, The normalized root-
mean-square error (NRMSE) is used to measure the distortion
caused by data hiding, which is calculated as

NRMSE =

√√√√∑N
i=1(xi − yi)2∑N

i=1 x
2
i

× 100% (7)

where x represents the original ECG signal and y is the
watermarked signal. We compare the performance of the
proposed method with that of another reversible data hiding
method introduced in [10] and the simulation results are shown
in Table 1.

From Table 1 we can see that with the same embedding
capacity, the proposed method has around half NRMSE of
the method in [10]. This is due to the fact that the histogram
shifting and thresholding scheme is designed to adaptively
choose proper high frequency coefficients for data hiding,
which alleviates the distortion effect of embedding. Further-
more, high embedding capacity requirement could be easily
handled with the proposed scheme. As shown in Table 1, even
if the capacity is enlarged to more than 300kb, the NRMSE
still keeps as low as far less than 1% and the visual impact
also changes little, especially in the QRS part.

The algorithm in [10] only performs well for normal ECG
signals because it is difficult to detect QRS complex for
abnormal signals. However, our proposed algorithm performs
well even for the abnormal signal. The simulation results of the
proposed algorithm for abnormal signals are shown in Table 2.
From the table, we can see that the NRMSE of the proposed
algorithm is near to the NRMSE of normal signals in [10] as
shown in Table 1. The NRMSE is still far less than 1% and
the visual impact still changes little.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we show the visual impact of part of
the normal signal (100.dat) before and after embedding with

capacity of 74.6kb and 324.3kb, respectively. And in Fig.6, we
show the visual impact of part of the abnormal signal (425.dat)
before and after embedding with capacity of 74.6kb.

Fig.4 The visual impact with capacity 74.6kb of 100.dat

Fig.5 The visual impact with capacity 324.3kb of 100.dat

Fig.6 The visual impact with capacity 74.6kb of 425.dat

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel reversible data hiding technique to
embed patient private information into the host ECG signal
is proposed. By adopting reversible multi-level Harr DWT,
a histogram sifting and thresholding scheme is proposed to
achieve high embedding capacity, low distortion and guarantee
the recovery of the original ECG signal without any loss. Ex-
periment results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme.
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